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December 2017        

New Beginnings at Bumi Hills Safari Lodge 

Recognised as one of the most iconic safari lodges in Zimbabwe, we are thrilled to 

announce the re-opening of Bumi Hills Safari Lodge under the African Bush Camps 

banner. 

Bumi Hills, widely revered as having the best panoramic view of Lake Kariba, has been completely 

refurbished and upgraded to flaunt the breath-taking vistas of the blue waters of the lake.  

Bumi Hills Safari Lodge will welcome guests from December 2017. The spectacular views and 
unsurpassed comfort and luxury on the shores of Lake Kariba will enchant visitors. 10 Lakeview rooms 
and 2 premium suites, furnished and styled with contemporary minimalism and African fusion, 
overlook the endless blue waters of the Lake and the game-rich shoreline below. The main area which 
surrounds the iconic infinity pool is designed to give the feeling of a beach retreat that combines 
serenity with style. The bar and dining deck, situated on a ridge below the pool, offer an 
uninterrupted view of paradise beyond and the changing pink-to-red-to-orange skies and sunsets that 
Lake Kariba is famous for. The spa and gym at the lodge provide a place for guests to relax and 
rejuvenate, where safari-goers can unwind.  
Bumi Hills Safari Lodge offers guests a multitude of ways to explore the unique ecosystem of Lake 
Kariba. From game drives and boating safaris; from adrenalin-fuelled tiger fishing to walking safaris in 
search of fossilized dinosaur footprints; and from sunset cruises to experiencing the rich cultural 
heritage of the custodians of the land, the Tonga tribe, during a visit to a nearby village, Bumi Hills is 
the perfect place to connect to Africa in all her glory.   
For travellers in search of luxury in an unspoilt location, unique wildlife encounters, thirst for 
adventure and a Safari rich with African wildlife and culture, Bumi Hills Safari Lodge is the ideal 
destination. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

African Bush Camps is a private, owner-run African-based safari company that speaks of the art of service and offers you an authentic safari 

experience in the untamed African wilderness. Focused on your experience as our guest, our professional guides and naturalist enthusiasts will be 

at hand to ensure your journey with African Bush Camps is the very best safari experience available. African Bush Camps seeks to promote and 

influence travel to Africa on a global scale while operating with an environmentally sustainable footprint and an ethos that strives to empower local 

communities in the areas in which we operate, as well maintaining a strong focus on conservation. 
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